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Compiled Sat. 18 Dec. 2021 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two multiple personalities.”

The Greatest Military Operation in the World’s History was taking down the Cabal.
A Deep, Dark World was Being Exposed.
The Truth Won’t be for Everyone.
The Choice to Know Was Yours.
…Q

Military Events, Q Arrests, Charlie Ward, Melissa Red Pill:

Throughout modern history members of the three City-States of US Inc, London and Vatican, or Deep State Cabal, have controlled the global monetary system through their international Gun, Drug and Child Trafficking Rings using child torture and human sacrifice rites in honor of their God Satan. Their next Satanic Holidays were Wed. 22 Dec. Feast Day Winter Solstice and Fri. 24 Dec. High Grand Climax Da Meur Demon Revels. They were celebrated with sexual orgies and blood sacrifice of male and/or female victims of any age. Dec. 24 was an additional day for torture and sacrifice of a male baby and his mother in a Nativity Scene. Be aware of Satanic activities in your neighborhood and help save the children and teens mind controlled into this Satan worship.

For Unto Us a Child Is Born, from Messiah – Mormon Tabernacle Choir – YouTube

Judy Note: Since at least last January 2021 the Alliance has been doing Mass Arrests of global and political elites and holding their Military Tribunals at GITMO and at the US Capitol in Washington DC. With US Inc.’s bankruptcy now finalized as of Wed. 15 Dec, the Global Currency Reset of 209 countries was in the final stages of being implemented.

Since Nov. 3 2020 the US has been functioning under Martial Law.

Since Jan. 2021 there has been a 30 foot fence installed around the US Capitol.

On December 6 2021, a lawsuit was filed with the International Criminal Court accusing Global Elites of various violations of the Nuremberg Code, crimes against humanity, war crimes and crimes of aggression.

As of 15 Dec. midnight 2021 US Inc. was officially bankrupt and according to Supreme Court Justice Thomas, no longer existed, thus reversing the 1871 Act of England and allowing the US to go from Maritime Law to 1776 Law.

A. What we think we know as of Fri. 17 Dec. 2021:

Global Currency Reset:

- The three city states of US Corp, Vatican and City of London which have had control over US taxpayer monies since inception of it’s monetary system, were bankrupt.
- These bankruptcies reversed the 1871 Act Of England, allowing the US to go from Maritime Law to 1776 Common Law.
- On 3 Nov. 2020 the US was placed into Martial Law due to interference of foreign powers in the 2020 Election whereby the Military’s counting of official Watermarked Ballots proved Trump won by an over 80% margin.
- As of Wed. 15 Dec. at Midnight a fake Joe Biden headed a defaulted and corrupt US Inc. Nevertheless Biden signed a debt ceiling increase – preventing a first-ever US default (CNBC). However, the Democrats did not act on the debt ceiling increase, presumably because of Supreme Court Justice Thomas’s declaration that, “D.C is bankrupt. The US Corporation does not exist anymore. It is illegal for them (Congress) to pass this (Debt Ceiling Increase).”
- In 2008 BRICS formed under the Alliance of 209 nations to do a Global Currency Reset and put their currencies at a 1:1 with each other and save the world from financial disaster.
- To participate in the GCR all nations had to agree to conditions of GESARA whereby they would become sovereign and function under concepts of the original Constitution.
- The US Military which was in charge of both the US and triggering the GCR under the Alliance, were keeping the timing under wraps.
• At least four high up sources have indicated that Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) would be notified to set exchange/redemption appointments for the GCR sometime over this weekend, with appointments beginning early next week.

**Restored Republics of the Globe:**

• **On December 6, a lawsuit was filed with the International Criminal Court**, in which British government officials and international leaders were accused of various violations of the Nuremberg Code, crimes against humanity, war crimes and crimes of aggression against the people of the United Kingdom. Sources in MI6 promise that this is a clear sign that criminal leaders from Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the UK are facing charges of committing war crimes.


• **Whiplash347**: The Stock Market will be taken out with Precision Cyber. Many things will be forced. Military Is The Only Way. Largest Stock Market Crash the Planet has ever seen. Think Dams, Labs, Evergrande, Btc Servers Data Center. Precision Cyber, DEW, Rods Of God. Remember Ever Given being turned sideways and drawing = Space Force Cyber took control of GEORGE.

• **Wikileaks just dumped all of their files online.** Yep. Everything from Hillary Clinton’s emails, Vegas shooting done by an FBI sniper, Steve Jobs’ HIV letter, PedoPodesta, Afghanistan, Syria, Iran, Bilderberg, CIA agents arrested for rape, WHO pandemic… Happy Digging! [https://file.wikileaks.org/file/](https://file.wikileaks.org/file/)

• **Why is no one talking about the huge 30 foot fence** that has been installed around the Capitol? The Alliance was doing Mass Arrests and Holding Military Tribunals at GITMO and the US Capitol.

**B. Wed. 15 Dec. Update Report:** This Is Zero Day! This Is it!- “Understand today is what this whole entire operation has been about: Chapter 11 Bankruptcy of the 3 Pillars 1871 Act Of England Reversal.” | Beyond Science | Before It’s News (beforeitsnews.com)

**C. Stand Up for Victims of Human Trafficking:** Help your area become part of a nation-wide March to End Human Trafficking and Child Protective Service Corruption to be held March 6-8 2022. Contact: [march6thmarch2022@yahoo.com](mailto:march6thmarch2022@yahoo.com).

**D. Mayfield-Graves County Kentucky Tornado Relief Fund:** Material donations or cash to assist individuals in the tornado corridor call 270-727-5114. Independence Bank, P.O. Box 9, Fancy Farm, Kentucky 42034, or do Google Forms document at [https://bit.ly/graveskydonate](https://bit.ly/graveskydonate).

**E. Whiplash347:** (At around 9:30 am EST on Fri. 17 Dec. after posting the below, Whiplash347 announced that he would not do any more posts for the next 24 hours, except for an overview of Operation Covid 19).

**Russia is not the enemy.** The Bolsheviks/Khazarins/Zionists are – the ones who have controlled Big Pharma, Insurance Companies, Big Tech & MSM. Who are the Govt of Israel that the Rothschild’s/UK Royals set up? Bolshevik/Khazarins. [ISRAEL IS LAST] Y? Balfour Declaration.
**UK Crown is Done.** Same with France. They both started WW1. Rothschilds of UK & France. Nothing will be placed with them ever again.

**I have shown 7 Presidential Mgs** = 7 Trumpets = 7 Kingdoms. Russia was about to take back former Soviet States. Naturally when they announce the collapse of the Commonwealth/Crown there is need for a new make up to share wealth. The reversal of the **1871 Act of England** means massive things for the makeup of the world. Turkey becomes Turan, which were states like Uzbekistan, Kazak and Turkmenistan, etc. Australia and the Pacific Islands go to the USA.

**F. The Real News for Fri. 17 Dec. 2021**

- **New Theory on JFK Assassination Emerges With ‘Very, Very Convincing’ Evidence**
- **Singapore Govt raises alert level on critical Log4j software bug.** Tech News News - Hackers are rushing to exploit the bug in the widely used software that cyber-security experts called one of the worst in years.. Read more at straitstimes.com. [https://www.straitstimes.com/tech/tech-news/singapore-govt-raises-alert-on-critical-log4j-software-bug-holds-2-emergency-meetings](https://www.straitstimes.com/tech/tech-news/singapore-govt-raises-alert-on-critical-log4j-software-bug-holds-2-emergency-meetings)
- **Jan. 6 2021 Capitol Siege:** Roger Stone went before the sham J6 committee this morning and kept his mouth shut the whole time. “I did invoke my 5th Amendment rights to every question, not because I have done anything wrong, but because I am fully aware of the House Democrats long history of fabricating perjury charges on the basis of comments that are innocuous, immaterial or irrelevant. This is witch hunt 3.0. If the Speaker was seriously interested in getting to the bottom of what happened on January 6th, she would release the 1,000’s of hours of videotape taken by government cameras on the incidents of that day. She would also release the audio transmissions of all law enforcement agencies on that day.”

**International Child Sex Trafficking:**

- **At least 60 Italian priests have died after contracting Coronavirus:** [https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/at-least-60-italian-priests-have-died-after-contracting-coronavirus-78399](https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/at-least-60-italian-priests-have-died-after-contracting-coronavirus-78399)  
  **Judy Note:** The Vatican was said to be the center of International Child Sex Trafficking. It’s no surprise as there have been millions of child victims of Pedophile priests – all of whom have avoided prosecution through help of the Vatican. It was interesting to note that so many Catholic leaders were the first to die from CV19.
- **Pervywood 9 Vol. 2 Part 1-4 Documentary – House Of Frauds:** [https://www.bitchute.com/video/ecUoPkrxxqKm/](https://www.bitchute.com/video/ecUoPkrxxqKm/)
Global Financial Crisis:


- **Bank of England**: Bitcoin could become ‘worthless.’ A senior banking official at BoE has warned fast-growing cryptocurrencies could pose a danger to established financial systems and player – questioning the actual worth of Bitcoin. Banks are reportedly worried about price swings: “Their price can vary quite considerably and [Bitcoins] could theoretically or practically drop to zero,” said Sir Jon Cunliffe, deputy governor of Bank of England to the BBC.

- **Inside the Storm, the World is connected.** Q CHINA (Evergrande) defaults on 82.5 million$$ interest that is part of the larger half trillion Debt that is mostly real estate that is 30% of China’s GDP. CHINA will default and S&P just dumped the Chinese property giant into default. The world economics will be Shaken. Rockefellers/ROTHSCHILDs BANKS in China connected to world banks (GPMB World Money laundering scam). The half Trillion Chinese Default fallout is 10× worse in trading and banking numbers as ELITES and brokers/World trading corporations began to steal more money to cover debts (they don’t want to lose or use their own money so they steal honest investors$$ and create inflation, create a bubble, then bet against the system and help bring down the market by first busting the bubble, then stealing homes and assets from hard working families. Collapse like 2008, then create wars = money. Rothschilds and Rockefellers/ World Banks, CIA, Vatican, Europe. The Wall Street Cabal must regain this half trillion Chinese Default lost (which actually= 10×worst in banking terms), so the only way out is war.

- China + Rothschilds + Rockefellers + ect. = Deep State wants Tiawan’s $759,000,000,000,000,000 trillions GCP and control of the micro chip companies to control the world. Russian wants Ukraine, Belarus, Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, Finland trillions in GDP assets and Military Reserve in these countries.

- If Europe/NATO lose Ukraine, there is a ripple effect: Serbia helps Russia, and brings Romania, under control quickly. If Russia strikes, Ukraine will fall fast as known by the world Military Generals. When Ukraine falls the world banking elites: Rothschilds, Rockefellers, Kazarian Mafia’s, CIA’s Central Banking System will take a hit that can bring them down. Hundreds of trillions lost in hours, days, weeks, months.

Covid/M Vax Hoax:

- **Thousands march in NZ** against vaccine mandates & lockdowns. Protests in Germany, Ireland.
• Pfizer Adds Dangerous Drug to Children’s COVID Vaccines. Pfizer secretly added heart attack drug to children’s COVID vaccines as reports of cardiac arrest in the vaxxed becomes the norm
• Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 Vaccine Not ‘Preferred’ Due to Link to Severe Condition: CDC Advisers
• FOIA Reveals Pfizer Knew Of 158,000+ Adverse Reactions In First Two Months of Vaccine Rollout
• 19 times more cases of Myocarditis in children since the ‘vaccine’ rollout. And the peer reviewed study suddenly vanished???

G. Must Watch Videos:


“Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. Colin Ross – Robert David Steele

Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrwdw4

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic Worshippers. Perpetrators worshipping Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc’s CIA, Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, “These people are sick.”

H. Satanic Holidays:

Help Save the Children: Dec. 22 Feast Day Winter Solstice and Dec. 24 High Grand Climax Da Meur Demon Revels were the next major Satanic Holidays. They were celebrated with sexual orgies and blood sacrifice of male and/or female victims of any age, though Dec. 24 was always an additional torture and sacrifice of a male baby and his mother in a Nativity Scene.

I. Save the Children Resources:

Please help children and teens forced into this mind bending worship of Satan by reporting to legal entities any Satanic activities you observed, especially around your neighborhood. Since Satanists were known to infiltrate police departments, cover your tracks by also contacting U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE): [https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form](https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form) and the Federal Human Trafficking Website: [https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/](https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/)

**Called To Rescue**

A non-profit which rescues children who have been abused or trafficked


You Can Anonymously Report Trafficked and Abused Children

If you wished to join the effort in saving children from international sex trafficking, contact Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad and/or the non-profit organization, Saving Innocence: [https://ourrescue.org/](https://ourrescue.org/) [https://savinginnocence.org](https://savinginnocence.org) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end)

If you have been affected by sexual abuse or violence, for help and support contact: US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453. UK: [BBC Action Line](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end)

**Europe:**

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678

Contact Interpol: [https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL](https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL), [https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help](https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help)


**Global:**

Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: [https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers](https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers)

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: [https://trafficking.help/us/](https://trafficking.help/us/)

**J. The Global Currency Reset and NESARA/GESARA was all about the Children**

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world. The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking Ring run by these global elites. Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who were right now being rescued from Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 mark: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs)

**Judy Note:** I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was rampant in our international society.
The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/exchange appointments.

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the exchange process for 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking those 90 days to get my humanitarian project organized and going.

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can’t tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever.

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy

**Updates for the Week Prior:**

- Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of December 17, 2021
- Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of December 16, 2021
- Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 16, 2021
- Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of December 15, 2021
- Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of December 15, 2021
- Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of December 14, 2021
- Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of December 14, 2021
- Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of December 13, 2021
- Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 13, 2021
- Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of December 12, 2021
- Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 12, 2021
- Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of December 11, 2021
- Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of December 11, 2021

---
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